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Frontier Province is a big sports province. Basketball and football are among the best
in the northwest, and boxing and Sanda are also very strong. There is a sports school
not far from Zhang Fan's hospital. Sometimes when Zhang Fan passes by, he will see
some very young children practicing boxing. They punch to the meat and hit it. Zhang
Fan looks at the meat pain. But the children were very excited. Different hobbies!

In the morning, after the morning meeting. When Lao Li went to the clinic, he called,
"Zhang Fan, will knee arthroscopy? If you can't do it for a child who has just received
a knee injury, you can earn it first and I'll do it tomorrow. "

"I will, no problem. Director Li, if you don't worry, I'll do it for him after I finish the
admission examination. " Lao Li and Lao Cui have been appointed deputy directors of
the Department.

After a while, wearing sports clothes and a whistle on his chest, the man like a sports
teacher entered the doctor's office, "please ask, which one is Doctor Zhang."

"I am, the patient." Lao Li said on the phone that he was a child.

"At the door."

"OK, first go directly to the ward and I'll have a physical examination."

A little girl, eleven or twelve years old, although her knee was hurt badly, she didn't
cry at all. She had a strong breath. After helping Zhang Fan go to bed, he found that
the left knee joint was swollen badly“ Hey! She was in the boxing group. She played
football with these boys this morning. She didn't move. She twisted violently and hurt
her knee. The doctor must find a way. She is a good seedling. " The PE teacher is a
little anxious.

"Don't worry, I'll check it, and then do an MRI to see the injury. Where's her family? "

"She's from Kazakhstan. Her home is in the pastoral area. She can't be contacted for a
while, but she has sent someone to deliver the letter. Her parents should come



tomorrow."

After the inspection, it was afternoon. Physical education teacher Wu Yanchao
graduated from the Western boxing coaching department and wanted to bring out a
Chinese Tyson. Running all over China, I finally found a good seedling here, Guli.
Although she is a little girl, she has amazing talent. Wu Yanchao led for two years and
achieved quite good results. As a result, he played ball with a group of boys in the
morning and was injured. Several teachers from the sports school came. They were all
strong men. It was easy to carry little Guli for examination. The little girl is very happy
because she is still young. She doesn't understand. Her sports career may be over.

At the morning meeting of the Department, after discussing other operations, Zhang
Fan took out Guli's MRI and said: "the patient is a female, 11 years old, a student in
school and a department of physical education. He was admitted to hospital because he
sprained his knee while playing football, resulting in pain and swelling and limited
knee movement. The initial diagnosis was anterior cruciate ligament injury. " Zhang
Fanyi introduced that everyone began to stare. Lao Li went to the clinic all day
yesterday, but he couldn't eat. He didn't come to rest at home. None of them are
professional in arthroscopy. Everyone doesn't understand what Zhang Fan said.

”What's your suggestion“ Lao Gao sees that everyone is silent. Lao Gao specializes in
spine and has a general understanding of knee arthroscopy. Why don't you know about
knee arthroscopy? Because knee arthroscopy consumables are just a few wires, which
have not been developed in the municipal hospital.

"Considering that the child is young and is ready to develop towards athletes, I decided
not to use silk thread for simple suture, because there is scar on the posterior ligament
of silk thread suture, which has little impact on her ordinary sports, but not for
professional athletes. With a biological screw, the front entrance is fixed. The child is
still developing and recovers quickly. It will be absorbed in about half a year, and it
has little impact on her. "

"Well, now that we have a plan, let's implement it. How can we cooperate? "

"Biological screw, we don't have it in the hospital! And the price is not cheap“

"I'll get in touch. You can talk to your family. If you have any difficulties at home, it's
really not possible. Just contact the equipment manufacturer to see if you can provide
assistance. This is the first time in our city. There should be the possibility of
promotion. "

After the meeting, Lao Zhou put his arm around Zhang Fan's shoulder and said,
"what's the price?"



"It's hard to say, if it's a big brand. At least 30000“

"One?"

"Well“ Xue Fei was also nearby. When they heard this, they looked, "is it wrong?
Arthroscopy has a bright future."

Guli's house is a pastoral area in the countryside. In the evening, her parents, brothers
and sisters all came. A large family, although the first snow fell in the city, the weather
is not so cold. The pastoral area has already entered winter, which is not cold. Her
family are all fur coats and thick felt boots. They don't understand Chinese. Guli does
translation. After Zhang Fan finished the operation, he talked about the cost. Don't
worry too much. The hospital will try to contact the equipment manufacturers who are
willing to do charity.

"How much is five sheep enough?" Her brother spoke.

"It's not enough. The effect of domestic materials is a little poor." After Guli translated,
Zhang Fan explained.

"A cow is really not good. A horse is enough."

"Aren't you going to let the hospital contact the device manufacturer?"

"It's best to get in touch. If you can't get in touch, have an operation as soon as possible.
The operation cost is not considered first. The body is the most important“

This family doesn't look like a particularly rich family. Coats and felt boots are made
by hand. Moreover, several people have obvious plateau appearance. Under the wind
and sun, their faces have plateau red and their hands are rough. It seems that they are
caused by hard work for many years. Wondering, Zhang Fan returned to the nurse
station and was ready to give the doctor's advice. The head nurse looked at Zhang Fan
and said, "what's the matter? She looked puzzled."

"Guli's family is anxious for surgery. It doesn't look like a rich family."

"You don't understand. Those who dress well here don't necessarily have money.
Maybe it's for selling (a). There are only a few hundred mu of grassland in their
pastoral area, that is Bayi. You know, a friend of mine married her daughter and told
her husband's family that look at the mountain opposite. All the livestock on the
mountain are my daughter's dowry. Her husband's house is in the city. Looking at the
flocks of sheep, like white clouds, she didn't speak for a long time. "

Lao Gao contacted the equipment manufacturer, and the company represented by Li



Qiong did. However, it took three or four days to transfer the goods. The hospital did
not prepare the goods without carrying out this project. After Lao Li went to work, he
was surprised to hear Zhang Fan talk about the operation plan and said, "I've seen this
practice several times when I went to the provincial hospital. Are you sure?"

"Yes, when Qingniao was young, they had an arthroscopic center to carry out this kind
of surgery for athletes. I also had several sets at that time. It shouldn't be a big problem.
"

"Well, when the equipment arrives, I'll help you and I'll study."

Next to Wang Yanan gave Lao Li a white look, and her position was ruthlessly
deprived.
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